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SOME FINAL THOUGHTS ON THE I=SE''OF FDUCATIONAL PLURALITI.

ILI THE rrATES

HIGHLIGHTS OF A FINAL REPORT TO TH1] PPESIDENT'S oarmissION ON SCHOOL

FINANCE*

Donald A. Erickson
Midc.:est Administration Center

University of Chicago

George F. kladaus
Center for Field Research

and Scnool Services
Doston College

This paper is presented in response to the Commission's request

for a swalmary analysis of our earlier 2,500 page report. 1
What fol .

lows is neither a chapter-bycapter orecis nor a recapitulation of

findings and conclusions. Rati.er, it restates (and at some points

expands) the cardinal ideas in our earlier work. As a focused .

rather than comnrehensive commentary, it reflects what we think

most salient to federal policy, and to that extent, is subjective.

Other scholars, examining the save research report, might emphasize

different facets.

The central outcomes of our Ti,rk may be subsumed under three

statements.

I. A number of popular conceptions as to the role of nonpublic

schoo/s in American life are questionable and misleading.

II. The nature of the crisis in nonpu:.)lic education is quite

different from what is generally assumed.

*SubmiETICito Oie President's Commission on School Finance,
September 17, 1D71.



III. Superficial attempts to alleviate the crisir, will probably

nroduce results opposite to those officially espoused.

The rest of the paper deals with each of these ideas in turn.

Because of space limitations, the treatment is often cursory. Read-

ers will need to examine 'the final report itself for an adequate

justification of numerous conclusions discussed here.

1. POPULAR FALLACIEC AS TO THE ROLE

OF NONPUBLIC SCHOOLS

A. Considerations of nacial Justice. -Even such prominent

scholars as Thomas Pettigxew have made unwarranted statements con-

cerning the role of nonpublic schools in the area of racial justice.

1

Pettigrew asserts, for example, that "a primary cause of segregatic,-.1

in the schools is the existence of private schools--parochial schools

in particular.'2 However this declaration has been challenged by

David Seeley, who for many months was in charge of enforcing civil

rights in the U. S. Office of Education.3 When we investigated a

racially changing comminity in Chicago in which most citizens seemed

commlAted to achieving stable racial integration, the evidence sug-

gested that nonpublic schools had ,Deen essential to that effort.
4

Without the nonpublic schools, the majority of middle-class residents

would probably lazwe fled to the suburbs long ago. nost parents who

'Jere interviewed described pu?)lic schools in the area as academically

su;mtandard, morally threatening, and physically unsafe. ',fllen we

examined several communities in Chicago and Boston where most white
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citizens appeared antagonistic to racial integration, we found little

o indicate that integration would have :)een achieved if nonpublic

schools had not been available. 5 In fact, white residents would more

likely have abandoned these neighborhoods. In one case, the avail-

ability of nonpublic schools to frightened white parents seemed to

help stabilize conditions; allowing black and white citizens from

adjoining comunities to "negin meeting to discuss their common prob-

lems. Given sufficient time, perhaps, that neighborhood may be able

to defuse its racial hostilities further and move toward voluntary,

controlled integration. rlithout nonpublic schools as -safe places

for their Children in the short run, virtually all the whites might

desert the scene, making integration impossible in the longer run.

7e cannot readily generali:m from this evidence, for the sample

communities were few in number and fortuitously selected, but it is

evident that the effects of non2ublic schools in the guest for racial

justice are more complex than has generally been asserted. There is

no valid basis, so far as we can determine, for announcing that we

would have more racial integration (at least in Northern cities,

where the bulk of our research took place) if nonpublic schools did

not exist. The opposite could very wall be the case.

130 Public School Support..-One often encounters the charge

that nonpublic schools deprive public schools of moral and financial

support.
6

Host patrons of nonpublic sdiools are, it appears; less

enthusiastic than public school patrons about raising the level of
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public educational expenditeres, though no less enthusiastic than

other citizens without children in public schools.7 But what is

generally overlooked is the effect of relieving public schools of

the expense of educating the rany students who are in nonpuLlic

schools.

According to the sketchy evidence available, this financial

relief outweighs the relative reluctance of patrons of nonpublic

schools to augment puidic school taxation. In areas where greater

proportions of the school-age population are enrolled in nonpublic

schools, per-capita support of public education is lower, but per

pupil support of public education is higher. Several othar dis-

confirmations of prevailing folklore concerning public school support

are discussed in our final report.

C. Eaualitx of Educational Opportunity.--Nonpublic schools

frequently have been depicted as institutions of privilege for the

middle and upper classes, while pu))lic schools are described as the

major avenue of upward mobility for the oppressed and poor.8 Recent

research indicates that public education seldom has offered the

equality of opportunity that is often taken for granted.
9 The vide-

spread tendency for public school financing arrangements to gurantee

the rich a well supported education at low tax rates while ensuring

the poor a meagerly supported education at high tax rates (a pattern

recently labeled unconstitutional by the California Supreme Court)

is now well documented.
10



Our own work raises yzovocative new possibilities concerning the

- 5--

kunctions of, nonpublic schools in this regard,

1 In a comparative study in TacLigan in 1966-67, of public schools

and the three largest groups of nonpublic schools (Catholic, Missouri
11

Synod Lutheran, and Calvinist) three surprising findings emerged

(1) The Catholic elementary schools were far more accesslble

o urban low income families than the relevant literature had sug-

gested (see Tables 1 - 5, reproduoed here because they are not in

our final report).

Ichurch-related schools than in the 7,uhlic schools. Of fifteen

(2) There was more evidence of equality of opportunity in the

'advantages considered, only three were as freauently available in

low status public schools as in high status public schools, whereas

the corresponding figures were eight in Lutheran schools, seven in

Catholic schools, and six in Calvinist schools.
13

(3) So far as the bulk of these educational "advantages' were

concerned, the child in the low-status community was better off in

church-related schools than in nonpublic schools, whereas the child

in the high-status community was better of in public schools than in

church-related schools. Ylithin the socio-econom.c range of children

attending them, churca-related schools demonstrated less of a

tendency than public schools to discriminate against the poor.

These findings were not widely oul-Jlicized at the time, for the

extent to which the educational 'advantages' were reflected in

achievement was not known, the data relating to socio-economic status

467-210 0 - 72-2



had been derived from estime,tes [)y school principals, and the pos-

sibility was obvious that the relatioosLips n6ver uncovered in

previous research, Were unicf.ue to -iiichigan or even an artifact of

undetected weaknesses in the research design.
tiore recently, .hawever, similar tendencies have reappeared in

a major city in another kiiclWestern state (Chicago) in a study with

more adequate data.14 The sample consisted of 74 andomly selected

Catholic elementary schools, one each in the 74 Chicago communities

(defined by CommUnity Fact 1300k) with elementry schools, along with

one or (whenever possible) two public school(s) located nearby in

each neighl)orhood.. The following findings (among others) were

.indicated.,
(1) Though more Catholic scllools were found in wealthier are,-

than in poor areas, when location zeis controlled (by means of the

stratified sampling described earlier). it N:.7as evident:that the

Catholic schools Ilere not, as had often been charged filtering off..
the more intelligent students in eadi area and -leavinc: the dregs in

,

the public schools. C1tyT1deç the 50th percentile IQ in the sample

was 105.0 for rublic schools and 104.5 for "Catholic schools. This
(-1

finding was not attributable to any tendency for Catholic schools to
filter off the brightest students in poor neighborhoods, and the

dullest students in wealthy neighborhoods, at least so far as ability

factors reflected in the lc? Were concerned. In fact, the Catholic

school\-.1:0

10



(2) Dollar outlays, per pupil for instruction by the Catholic

ehools were more evenly dir2tributed across neighborhoods of

arying wealth than vas the case with the public schools. In low-

ncome communities, (median incomes under $6,500 per year), Catholic

chool students gained wore in reading am' mathematics achievement

etween the third and sixth grades than did public school students

in terms of grade-equivalent norms , 2.9 as compared; with 2. 0)

hereas in the higher-incolne communities (median incomes over

10,800) , Catholic school students gained less than public school

tudents (3.5 as comparc..,d iith 3.8).

(3) The achievement gap between children from high-status

onffnunities and children from low7status communities was widened

,etween grades 3 and 6 considerably more in public schools (where

he gain of high-status children %las 3.8 and the,gain of low-status

h1-1-are-n was 2.00, or about half as much) than in the Catholic

chools (where the former children gained 3.5 and the latter gained

.9, a rather similar amount) .
(4) Though the' Catholic schools were trying in a special way,

t seemed, to cater to disadvantaged children--by providing a higher

roportion of auxiliary personnel and a lower pupil-teacher ratio

n low-income areas than elsewhere in-school factors of this type

ere reflected in achievement to a lesser extent than in rublic

;chools while out-of-school factors were reflected in achievement

o a greater extent than in public schools. Perhaps in academic

articulars, ,just as in,\the religious particulars examin0 in the

3peeley-Rossi study, the effectiveness of the Catholic s(.;thool
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depends upon a mutual-reinforcrim.;nt dyn
15amic. Thus, Catholic

schools may capitalize on honk: valuc.s anc:l activities much more than

public schools are prone to dis:3 Tho possibility that differential
dynamics, including self selection by high or 1oy achievement

oriented families into the parochial and public schools, is further

emphasized by the finding that academic achievement gains are

associated with larger school size in the public, aroup and smaller

school size in the Catholic group. One plausible theory, in addi-

tion to self 'selection of parochial schools by upwardly noble fami-

lies, is that achievement is linked to individualistic competition

in public schools, but with a "we-against-the-outside-world" sense

of solidarity in the parochial schools. Large school size might

reinforce competition, but s likely to dampen a sense of commit. 'ty.

Similarly, compatibility between school and home is probably more

essential to social solidarity than to a competitive outlook. On

the other hand, Petigrew may be on the right track but for the wrong

reason. That is the danger to public education from the nonpublic

sector lies not dradiing off the Ighite students so much as in drawing

off achievement oriente3 black families. However, if such families

do not perceive the public school as presently constituted as meet-

ing their needs then the option to select a viable alternative

should be their right. This whole area is in need of further in-

depth research.
(5) [then the amount of achievement attributable to in-school

variables in the study was isolated, it was clear that the public
schools were banefitting Tlealthv and white communities roore than
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oor and black ccamunities, while the Catholic schools were bene-

itting poor and black COMMUnitiCS rnore than wealthy and whiz.e cam-

unities. ""- While public schools discriminated against the poor and

he black, the parochial schools discriminated against the rich and

he white!

These data suggest, as did the Michigan findings, that while

nrolling a higher proportion of poor students than do the Catholic

chools (and possibly other church-relatee schools), urb.an public

.chools were contributing to the perpetuation of existing SOC1-0--------

conomic stratification, whereas Catholic schools were counteracting

t. It is easy to understand the finding some years ago that the

arochial schools functioned as important mechanisms of unward

obility when Catholics were oppressed and poor.
16

(Data concerning parental perceptions in several recent studies

re much in keeping with these tendencies. According to their own
!

eports and estimates by principals in the schools their children

ttend, the wealthier Catholics who live in the suburbs are much

ess likely than the more impoverished Catholics who live in the

ities, especially the inner cities to view Catholic schools as

uperior to public schcols academically, morally, and in other
, 1

1articulars.)17
r

(6) These compensatory effects in Catholic schools were

eing produced at a per-pupil cost only 59.8 per cent as high as

he public school expenditure level. Even when the value of contri-

uted services in Catholic schools was included, these schools were

operating at an estimated cost-equivalent of $260,7 per pupil per
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pupil per year as compared with :;>436.2 per pupil per year in the

public schools. UndoCatedly this lar9e difference is due in part
to the higher administrative costs, the suprort tail as it were,
associated with public school districts throughout the country.

D. Economies of Scale--A frerment argument often leveled

against nonpublic schools is that they fragment the nation's educa-
tional enterprise into snall, competing units with duplicate pro-
grams ant! facilities, thu.s making important econordes of scale
impossible to achieve." The argument is reminiscent of the cam-

paign after World War II to reorganize thousands of small school
distri-ct-sinto larger, more efficient units end to consolidate small
school-attendance areas int-OTh-c-...-e-sizeable tracts. The proponents

cited evidence thatr-or_e_ii
?-

schools and school districts
of reorganization and consolidation
per dollar were available in larger
than in smaller ones.20 Their data did not relate to the effective-
ness of these services, nor was the possibility seriously discussed

that rich ethnic subcultures would ;)e destroyed in the process.
Vlore recent studies suggest that what Niere assured during that

21era to be econom wies of scale ere in reality often dis-economies.
when schools expand, they seldom increase the number of extra-

curricular activities accordingly. Proportionately fewer students

participate in those activities or have opportunity to function in
positions of leadership. Youngsters have less contact with

either their friends or adults in the school. Guidance personnel,

apparently because they do not know the children as well as when

the school was smaller, are less e fective. Students show less
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endency to identify with the purposes of the faculty. Cheating

s more frequent. 1.1ven if more services are possible, such as a

roader range of coursr ?. offering:3 and a greater number of special-

sts, less student learning may result. The major explanation, it

ppears, is that the institution has become too cumbersome and

mpersonal to meet the psychic demand:3 of its mewbers. Parti-

ularly during the formative years, human beings may need to iden-

ify with communities small in scale but stable in structure.
22

ronically, several recent research findings point back in the

irection of the one-room schoolhouse that was so roundly con-

emned riot long ago.
23

When school systems are too massive, furthermore, board mem-

ers and central office administret3rs find themselves presidinG

ver such a polyglot of competing neighborhoods and interest groups

hat to be r-e§pons-1.-ve---tn_the organization's clients is impossible.24

n fact one might argue that "public" schools are

their financial base. Virtually any action taken is sure to infuri-

te several groups. ;Then tho s-istem fails to respond (because

enerally it cannot) , many narents and students are alienated.

he alienation, in turn, appears closely linked to low academic

chievement.25 Schools and school systems that cater to constituen-

ies smaller in size and more homogeneous in outlook can adapt more

eadily to special needs and interests. Small units, closely linked

their conununities, may, Le particularly vital to the survival of

umerous ethnic groups, though the recent response; of courts and

ublic school administrators to the aversion of a Chinese community
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in San Francisco to plans for bussing children to distant, ethnically

heterogeneous schools rcflets little sensitivity in this connection.

Even less consideration has been given in several states to the

desire of the Old Order Amish to maintain the small rural schools

that seem essential to their culture.
26

(E) National Unity--The fear that educational pluralism will

weaken the mucilage that holds the nation together seems difficult

to lay to rest.27 The research of Greely and Rossi indicated that

the oppoete might be the case, at least as far as the Catholic

schools were concerned, for the graduates of these schools seemed

somewhat less prejudiced and exclusivistic in their views than were

graduates of public schools who came from similar home backgrounds.2

The fear persists, nevertheless. especially so far as new variet. s

of nonpublic schooling are concerned. The likelihood is overlooked

that the "common school" long ago ceased to be an essential mechan-

won1e2-e:thibit a modicum_of common

outlooks and values. In the light of the extensive exposure of the

young to identical telel-ision proc:rams, nationally marketed books

and magazines, and fads that strike schools in Florida and Alaska

almost simultaneously, perhaps a rore important function for schools

today is to promote divergent thinking. Furthermore despite the

recent SupreLe Court argument analyses hy Vervoort and Steeman both

suggest, that attempts to establish" an official ideological stance

in a pluralistic society (whether the attempt be made through estab-

lished churches or monolothic schooling arrangements) are likely to

16
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Toduce, not unity, but disunity. 29 The "pillarization" of society in

he Netherlands, often viewed with alarm by American observers, was a

ecessity, 7ervoort suggests, in a nation torn by religious antagonisms.

'he pillarization was away of assuring fundamental rights and privileges

hat had previously been denied to minorities, thus defUsing long term

ostilities. Pillarization permitted gradual progress toward more de-

irable socio-political arrangements. In a setting of enforced "commonality,"

mtagonisms might have,intensified. Perhaps our alarm should be directed

oward attempts in the United States to stifle new educational options,

.s witnessed by vociferous opposition of most educator organizations to

=cher experinents (even experiments limited and superscribed with great

are) and by steps in numerous legislatures to withhold benefits from

chools until they have been established for at least 2 or 3 years.
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II. THE NATUPE OP THE. CRISIS IN NONPUBLIC SCNOOLS

Volume II of our report to the Commission, entitled The Social

nd Religious Sources of the Crisis in Catholic Schools, may be our

ost crucial single analysis, for misunderstanding is endemic con-

erning the reasons for the current enrollment decline in nonpublic

chools.

With scattered exceptions, the immediate emergency is almost

xclusively a Catholic school phenomenon, particularly focused at

_he moment on the parochial elementary schools. Nationally, the

ewish, Greek Orthodox, Calvinist, Seventh Lay Adventist, and

rotestant Episcopal schools have been holding their own, as have

the generally nonsectarian institutions affiliated with the National

ssociation of Independent Schools (IikIS). The NAIS college-

treparatory boarding schools, especially those of the military

cademy" type, are dramatic, though numerically insignificant,

xceptions The Missouri Synod Lutheran schools have experienced

nrollment losses, but onl,, to an extent that leaders in the synod

ttribute to the recent birth rate decline.

There must be a reason why only Catholic schools have experi-

need startling setbacks in virtually all narts of the country. If,

s most relevant legislation obviously assumes, the crisis is

asically financial in origin, the Catholic elementary schools should

e losing students less rapidly than most other groups; for tuition

ees are generally lower in Catholic elementary schools than in al-
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(Significantly, so far as we are alfare, not one of the recent

analyses of relationships between enrollment and tuition levels has

produced evidenCe-that parents are, leaving nonpublic schools primar-

ily because of increasing costs.3°

The fact that Catholic schools are profoundly threatened hile

several other church-related groups continue to grow does make sense,

however, if one recognizes that changes in the social and reliaious

orientation of school-sponsoring groups have been the most prominent

force behind widespread closures of church-related schools in the

past.
31

Historically in the United States, the major constellations

of church-related schools have existed to assist their clients pith

problematic societal relationships, religious persecution, social

exclusion, and ethnic adaptation and survival. Uhen these problems

disappeared, the schools were laraely abandoned.

The demise during the first half of the Nineteenth Century of

_many schools once operated by Protestant churches is easily ex-

plainable in this light, as Steeman demonstrates.32 So long as

these churches saw the differences that separated them as all-
,

important, there was obvious need for schools designed to protect

children from fatal heresies. But the late Eighteenth and early

Nineteenth Centuries in the United States saw

the growth of a broad religious consensus which made
the differences between the [Protestant] churches
less significant. ... The public schools, ... in-
corporated ... this broad religious consensus in their
curriculum. They could present themselves, or at least
were acceptable to the churches, as being basically

19
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Protestant Christian in a roa,.d sense. Thu2 there
was little reason left for the denominatials to
claim their right to er:lucate their children the
public school somehow did what was mostjimportant
in the eyes of the Protestant churches."

The religious groups that continued to maintain their own

schools after this crisis of the early Nineteenth Century did not

assent to the Protestant consensus whose central values were ex-

pressed in the emerging public schOol system, or while not dissenting

from the consensus on theological grounds, were strongly ethnic in

orientation. The latter groups, whose exclusivity was mostly ethnic,

were the next to go. They failed to survive the abandonment of

foreign languages as the meaum of instruction that followed hard on

the heels of the anti-foreign hysteria cf *.lorld War I and its after-

maths. 34
Hundreds of Lutheran schools collapsed soon after English

was adopted as the language of the classroom.

The religious groups that continued to maintain their own

schools after the crisis of the early Twentieth Century were, for

the most part, still denied full participation in American society

(Roman Catholics) and/or still were very conservative and anti-

ecumenical theologically Catholics, the two most conservative

Lutheran bodies, the Seventh Lay Adventists, and the conservative

segment of Protestantism's Calvinist wing, the Christian Reformed):

With this history as background, one would expect the current

crisis in nonpublic schools, the crisis of the lad-Twentieth Century,

23
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to involve primarily the school-sponsoring religious group that is

experiencing the most profound shift in social and religious orienta-

tiont the Roman Catholic nurch. Sim:e other school-sponsoring

religious groups such as the Christian Reformed, the Seventh Day

Adventists, and Lutheran churches associated with the Missouri and

Wisconsin synods--have not vet been caught up wholeheartedly in the

winds of ecumenicity and doctrinal change, and have not, like the

Catholic Church, very recently been relieved of outcast status, their

schools should not be affected comnarably, and indeed they are not.

But the emergency novi facing Catholic education should not be long

arriving at other doorsteps. The Lutheran ChurchMissouri Synod--

ai whose annual convention this year the proponents of change and
4

ecumenicity won important victories, will probably be affected first,

followed not long afterward, we suspect, by the Calvinist schools

(supported largely by the Christian Reformed). There are few signs

apparent to the outsider, as yet, of theological liberalism among

the Seventh Day Adventists and Wisconsin Synod Lutherans, but if

religious sociologists are at all correct, the power of 'denomina-

tionalizing' forces in our society will eventually affect these

groups as well--and sinultaneously jeonardize their schools.

But to return to the Catholic schools: The first large wave

of Catholic immigrants during the early 1800's found a developing

public school system that was admittedly Protestant and blatantly
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anti-Catholic. Newly arrived Catholics ,7ere persecuted on at least

three counts- because they -7era Catholic, because their cultures

were repugnant to W ASP traditions, and because they were poor.

Public schools were regarded by leading public figures as mechanisns

for the obliteration of foreign folk!Tays, estlecially religious posi-

tions outside mainstream Protestantism. , The Catholic schools were

widely ill-esteemed for numerous reasons, especially because they

insulated many Catholic children from 'Americanizing mechanisms.

It was partly (largely, some scholars insist) for this reason that

early steps were taken to cut off the possibility of public aid to

Catholic schools.

During that period in history, the Catholic school existed tn

preserve the faith of the young in the face of a hostile environ-

ment - and a Protestant public school system, Corollary, but often
t

unstated goals, were to help Catholics to ,achieve middle-class

status and to protect the ethnicity of Catholic imnigrants from

several areas of Europe. As Steeman observes :
4

The Catholic parochial school system, then, is an
institutional expression of the basic uneasiness which the
American Catholic felt in facing American realities. Con-
stantly aware of the fact that his environment was basically
Protestant, the Catholic took a position of self-assertion
and defensiveness...The simple fact seems to be that the
Catholics did not cuite fit into the majority pattern of

35American society. -

We have_ characterized the Catholic attitude as -one of
reserved participation in the nation's life, accompanied
by a feeling of uneasiness visa vis American society.
Generally we must say that the Catholic population opted for

22
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a ghetto-like existence. The solution of the 1840 is

was that the Catholic identity cane first, and that a
good Catholic would also make a good 2' Vnerica:n. Thus we
have an American Catholic rather 'than a Catholic Ameri-

can.3 b

The parochial schools functioned in the Catholic com--

munity very much like the public school in the nation: they
had become the object of an emotional investment, an

institution symbolic of the Catholic identity in America.
The opposition to the public school likewisu served to re-

inforce this separate Catholic identity.37

We need not retrace the convoluted processes by which the

American Catholic became the Catholic American, and by which the

national consensus once embracing only mainstream Protestantism

was redefined to include Protestant, Catholic, P.Ild sew, all three

now regarding distinctives that previously divided them as sub-

ordinate to ideals that unite tham.--the values of 'The American

Way of Life." The transition from American Catholic to Catholic

American was not yithout trauma and complication as Steeman

emphasizes. At one point a Pope explicitly condemned the heresy

of °Americanism." Not until the Second Vatican Council were many

basic changes in American Catholicism, therefore occurring sub rosa

for the most part, 'openly acknowledged and approved.

The anti-Catholic siege has been lifted, and the traditional

raison d'etre of Catholic schools, defused. The religious instruc-

tion of children still deeply concerns Catholic parents, as abundant

research evidence makes clear. But the Americanization process has

deflated the necessity of the Catholic school system as the primary

agency for religious education, particularly in the minds of the

younger, better-educated members of the Church.
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In the light of thes, realiti, one must be naive, uninformed,

or dishonest to depict the current enrollment decline in nonpublic

schools as fundamentally a consequence of cost increases. The

evidence belies that contention. This is not to say that finances

are not a factor ar.d that public assistance can have no effect, a

possibility to which we shall return at a later point. American

history seems to reveal no major group of church-related schools

which, when faced with a comparably profound shift in client orienta-

tions, has managed to adapt and reestablish

can an institution as deeply established in

loyalties as the Catholic school system, if

its viability. But

church structures and

given half a chance,

reorient itself and move into the future revitalized? After examil.

ing the events of the past fe,:q years we conclude that the system

has had nO reasonable opportunity to restructure. As if the whirl-

wind of internal change symbolized by the Second Vatican Council

were not sufficiently difficult to accommodate, Catholic schools

have faced in rapid succession and often simultaneously, such com-

plications among others, as the following

1. A major out-migration of Catholics from the Central

cities, where public schools offered little effective competition

and Catholic school buildings were widely available, to the suburbs r

,

where public schools were in generally high repute and new facil-

ities had to be erected at a time when construction costs were

spiralling at an unprecedented rate.
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2. A major in-migration to the central cities of disadvantaged

people, mostly non Catholic,

Catholic schools for reasons

who could readily be attracted to

relating to academic quality, moral

stability, and physical safety, but often could not afford even the

normal fees these schools must levy to survive. The Church had

developed no adequate mechanism for raising money where it was

plentiful and using it where it was neec7ed the most.

3. A rapid decline in the nupber of teachers available from

the religious orders, teachers whose contributed services repre-

sented massive subsidies and whose nresence was needed to hold

conservative Catholic clients, especially now that the loyalties

of more liberal Catholic clients were wavering in the wake of

Vatican II.

4. Along with the intensified I:rob lern of competing ciith

public schools academically which triggered the staggering expenses

of reduced pupil-teacher ratios a steep increase in salary costs

occasioned by the teach r bargaini,lg movement
especially when, as

a concomitant of increasing proportions of lay teachers in Catholic

schools, the movement spread to the Catholic sector itself.

5. The effects of the recent birth rate decline which by

accentuating enrollment losses

seem more serious than they actually were and damaged morale ac

cordingly.

made defections from Catholic schools
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. A surrounding atmosphere of discontent, conflict, con--

fusion, and drastic change.
7. As a consequence of these and other factors, a mounting

crisis of confidence that caused parents teachers, adminIstrators,
and supporters whose loyalties might have remained firm in more

tranauil times to lose faith in the system's future and cease
trying to salvage it.
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III ITERIU OF PUDLIC POLICY

Unless the foregoing analysis reflects a collosal m:;.sinterpre-
tation on our part.Of data from our studies and many others, a num7-
ber of, implications for public policy are now rather clear. The'.:.?

has always been a demand in our society for alternatives tb pub-
licly sponsored education, but the needs and preferences of citizens
differ from one era to. another. The private educational enter-.
prises that flouriShed in the colonial era would have made little
sense in the early Nineteenth,Centurv, when millions of immigrants

sought special instrumentalities to deal with their new environr'ent.
In turn, many schools of that period would be hard put finding
clients today. And the functions of hundreds of 'contemporary schG..,1.S

may soon be obsolete. The duty of a government committed to 9lural-

ism is to create conditions conducive to the emergence and develop-

ment of the educational options that each generation craves.. If .the

demand for Seme fortis: of non)ublie education is waning, interest in
alternatives to conventional instruction is not. ''any black citi,
zens, despairing of reform in the pu7-)lic schools desire ,lchools of
their own. The free school" movement has spread in a few months
from coast to coa t. In niciny circles, an evident return to eth-
nicity "ray soon ev,entuate in the desire for varities of instruc-
tion that are difficult or impossible to 1.:xovide in the liublic
sector. Industry is being invited increasingly to try ap,,roaches
that seem beyond the repertoire of creaentialed educators and

existing schools. Growing attention is being paid to various
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"de-schooling approaeles, 7'.s the loctrine recently enunciated

by the California Supreme court :egtn s. to have impact nationally, it

may soon become impossible for 17r?.althy
neighborhoods to ensure that

their public schools are mcre liJ)erally funded than public schools

elsewhere, in Tihich case many parents may shift to private schools.

There is no dearth of interest in alternatives. The danger,

however, is that they may prove financially feasible, given the cur-

rent spiral of educational costs, only among affluent families,

whereas people of modest means will enjoy few educational options

at all. Ne have said we do not believe the basic factor behind

Catholic school,defections is financial, but finances are very like-

ly to inhibit new optionsespecially options that churches are not

prepared to subsidize.

The fact that new educational alternatives have not been emerg-

ing at a more rapid rate in response to l'idely articulated public

discontent is at least :Jartially the responsibility of aovernment.

Tax sul,port of public education (wlose resistance to change has be-

come a major area of inruiry for scholars) has forced the costs of

educational personnel and facilitieq to a level that many would-be

school founders find prohibitive. As in other areas of life, gov .

ernment intervention has becore so massive end ubiquitous as to

destroy the previous equilibrium in the scales of individual choice.

By virtue of .)u5lic largesse public agencies have preempted the

field. Carelessly designee support for major existing groui2s of

nonpufalic fichools, if sufficiently sizeable, could have the effect

of merely creating another preemptor, and this in the name of
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1

pluralism. If the major task of government is to create conditions

under which educational institutions will spring up, die vax, wane,

and adapt in response to constantly changing citizen needs, there is

little logic in aiding either public or nonpublic schools without

regard to whether they keep pace with client aspirations.

As Steeman aptly observes, existing church-related schools as

a whole represent far less ideological and pedagogical dissent than

formerly. Their patrons, for the most part, have shed many erst-

while ethnic, religious, and social-class-linked distinctives.

Most of the schools have made sweeping concessions to the public

school modus operandi, partly in an effort (possibly misguided)

to,qualify for pUblic support. It seems likely, then, that American

education, public and nonpublic: is now characterized by less di-

versity than at virtually any other noint in its history.

Tle have not been assigned the function of making recommendations

o the.Commission, but in case the Commission should decide to con .

sider some form of aid to nonpublic schools, ye think a strong

case can be made, on the basis of our work, for using the aid

(through,e genuine voucher plan, perhaps) to put unprecedented power

in the hands of parents--particularly parents of limited means--
,

power to determine by "voting with their feet what schools new

and old, will enjoy enough support to suryive. This would be "real"

accountability not the "pseud& accountability of the 'payment ct

results' schemes presently in vogue which historically have proven

disastkodd' in other countries.



Such an approach would give Cat',onc and other church-related

schools a reasonahlc oliportunity f rrient themselves, hut would

in the long run withhold assistace if they do not. If the Supreme

Court will not permit such a framewor!r. to be applied to the churchr

related schools, government should at least foster the development

of secular educational options. Perhavs, further, many church-

affiliated schools should consider seriously the approaches to de-

affiliation discussed by George Elford in our final report.
38

In summary, if government sim7ly responds to predominating

political pressures when it considers aid to nonpublic schools, it

may provide assistance of whatever form or magnitude, that simply

encourages the current diminishment of cducational diversity. TTe

hope, instead, that a way will 2c)::_nd to encourage whatever al-

ternatives citizens consider vital, incluJig options that have

not yet had opportunity to emerge. can only hone that puhlic

discontent with public education dcos not reach the crisis stage be

fore legislation is forthcoming.
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, TABLE 1

PERCENTAGE OF ELETMNTARY AND SENIOR HIGH SCHOOLS
ESTIMATED TO SERVE HICH-KilD LOW-INCOME ATTENDANCE ARFAS

(NICHIGT-t1Z, 1966-67)
,

Estimated
Average Nead CATHOLIC ez)LVI;;IST LUTHERAN PUI3LIC
of Household. Elep-,. Sr.i.d. Elec.:J=1E Elen. Sr.Hi. E em. Sr.Hi.

Income

Less than 54 46 35 20 33 0 57 63
$7,000 (263) (78) (12) (1) . (30) (0) (1482) (354)

47,000 46 54 65 80 67 100 43 37
or more (222) (91) (22) (4) (61) (1) (1124) (208)

Totals 100 100 100 100 110 100 100 100
(485) (169) (34) (5) (91) (2) (2606) (562)

T.3ViLS 2

ESTII.P.TED AVEIACE ACE 617 US immicrr, I;:l .ATTE.IDANCE
AREAS OF ELEkILJTARY :LW S33:1IOR HIGH SCHOOLS

(IC:II'37:11, 1)66-67)

. _
istirnatec
Average Age

of
Pesidences

CATHOLIC
Ller. Sr.Hi.

ess than 50 47
25 yrs. old
i!ore than

(240 (73)

25 yrs. old 50 53
(248) (83)

Totals 100 100
(494) (156)

CALVT.IIST LUTLE HAN PUT1LIC
Sr.Hi. Uler. Sr. 11:.. rlem.

%

79 100 71 100 53 54
(2f;) (5) '(65) (2) (1506) (303)

0 29 0 42
(0) (26) (0) (1093)

100 100 100 100
(5) (91) (2) (2599)

46
(260)

100
(563)
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T2A1:,Li: 3

RELLT ESTI; \72 LUI: OF Darr;P:IIT
RED IDCNCE rJ R2TaiDA:::4CE A:kr.AS OF

LL-2:1E:ATAI:1! SCIOOLS

Relative CAT)7.0LIC C.,;r1Z,v114 I ST LUTNIF M.; PUT3LIC
Estimated Elam. Sr.iii. Ilert. Sr.11i. Illem. Sr.Hi. 'F.aeri. Sr.1::i.

Value

LOW 34 30 18 20 17 0 43 41
(166) (40 (E) (1) (15) (0) (1099) (231)

,IeCiunt 62 66 70 83 82 100 53 56
(303) (103) (27) (4) (75) (2) (1363) (314)

high 5 5 3 0 1 0 4 3
(23) (7) (1) (0) (1) (0) (112) (16)

Totals 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100
(492) (156) (34) (5) (91) (2) (2574) (561)

TAL!LE 4

ESTIL:ATED TYPE OF tiEIG:.TrOBGEOCT FR011
ELE:MTARY AIID STAIO7R rlICH SCFOOL
STUDE:!TS ARE MD.*); :1,721NTLY DPUTil

('ICIIICAIT, 19 EG-G7)

tieighbor-
hood Type

CATi1OL IC
L1em. Sr.lii.

CALVE 7IST LUT:!1:: PPJ
Elem. Sr.Hi. Elem. Er.;:i.

PUBLIC
Elem. qr.Ni.

Indu.atrial 15 19 5 33 9 0 9 13
(49) (22) (1) (1) (5) (0) (163) (29)

Commercial 6 6 0 0 4 0 4 1
(20) (7) (0) (0) (2) (0) (69) (3)

Residential 79 75 95 67 88 100 87 85
(258) (86) (18) (2) (49) (2) (1563) (1C8)

Totals 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100
(327) (115) (19) (3) (56) (2) (VV.'S) (220)

. 36

f
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TABLE 5

OCCUPATIONS ESTIMATED AS PREDONINATING IN ATTENDAWCE AREAS
OF ELIZiENTARY AND SENIOr nat SCHOOLS

1966-G7)

Occupational CATHOLIC
Classifica- Llem, Sr.Hi.

tion

1

ow status
(semi-skilled 76 65
workers, (348) (98)
farmers ,
laborers)
High status
(managers, 24 35
professionals,(107) (52)
/skilled
Iworkers)

100 100
(455) (150)

CALVINIST
Elem. Sr.rIi.

LUTHERAN
Elem. Sr.Hi.

PUBLIC
Elem.Sr.Hi.

55 40 86 100 79 86
(18) (2) (72) (2) (1933) (441)

45 60 14 0 21 14
(15) (3) (12) (0) (500) (74)

100 100 100 100 100 100
(33) (5) (34) (2) (2433) (515)
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